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Metals Recovery  
Offsets Energy Decline 
- Up slightly in 2017 as of February, March may set the BCOM tone for 1H 
- Narrowing crude oil and U.S. dollar ranges suggest a volatility pick-up soon 
- Reviving precious metals lead all sectors with industrials close behind, but appearing extended  
- Grains grind higher anticipating planting and the potential for some production normalization  
- Energy is largest index drag due to extended positions and plunging natural gas   
- Strong metals indicate reflation, but industrials outperforming is more favorable economically 

Mike McGlone – BI Senior Analyst; Commodities.    BI COMD (the commodity dashboard)

Broad Commodities Mark Time as 
Gold & Oil Battle for Leadership 
Performance: February +0.2%, YTD +.3, Spot 2.4%. 
(returns are total return (TR) unless noted) 

The Bloomberg Commodity Index, flat in 2017 on a total 
return basis and up 2.4% spot can be considered 
reflationary due to strong metals, but may have negative 
economic implications if precious continue to outperform. 
Precious metals, due to snap back from 4Q weakness, 
are up 10.5% in 2017 vs. 9.9% for industrial metals. 
Some reversion of position and price extremes is at play, 
notably in energy, down 10.1%. Excessive optimism for 
further energy-price gains accompanied by record open 
interest and managed-money net positions has limited 
appreciation. 

Energy is likely to be BCOM's prominent driver in March, 
as extremely low volatility is due for some mean 
reversion. Grains led agriculture higher, but March is 
typically a bad month. Similar to crude oil, the dollar is 
also ripe for movement in March, which may set the tone 
for 1H. 

Extended Positions: Long Commodities, Short Bonds 

S&P 500 Is Top Performer in 2017 

MACRO OUTLOOK 

Industrial Metals Lagging Precious Indicates Similar 
in Yields. Weaker gains for industrial metals than 
precious metals may signal that rising bond yields and 
normalizing economic trends are overextended. Typically 
coincident with yields -- sometimes leading, sometimes 
lagging -- the Bloomberg Industrial Metals Subindex vs. 
Precious ratio is down slightly in 2017 to 0.68. It peaked 
at 0.73 on Dec. 15. Yields on the U.S. 10-year note have 
since declined to 2.39% from 2.60%. The U.S. dollar's 
pullback from multiyear highs has helped to support gold 
and silver.  

A declining Bloomberg Dollar Spot index (off 2.2% in 
2017) is good for precious metals, but for the last 10 
years industrial metals have been more negatively 
correlated. Relative value and position normalization 
appear to be the metals drivers in February, though 
fundamentals should prevail longer term. 

Precious Metals Recover, Energy Declines 
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Stock Strength Leaves Commodities to Wayside, But 
for How Long? Supported by a weaker dollar in 2017, 
commodities appear increasingly subject to the direction 
of stocks. On a one-year total return basis, the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index, up 16%, compares with a 25% rally in 
the S&P 500 and 0.8% gain in the Bloomberg Dollar spot 
index. If the dollar's rally is done, metals may be a notable 
beneficiary among commodities. As happened in 1Q16, a 
stock-market correction could be a driver of a weaker 
dollar and reduced expectations of Federal Reserve rate 
tightening. 

A year ago, Fed funds futures indicated a one-year rate 
that bottomed near 0.4% as stocks swooned, a month 
after BCOM hit its low. At an expected one-year rate of 
1.26% at the end of February, markets have come a long 
way, rapidly. Commodities and rates moving in tandem is 
more normal relationship.  

SECTOR PERFORMANCE 

Gold Recovery Offsetting Extended Oil Among 
Commodities in 2017. Broad commodity rallies are rare 
without energy. Yet the Bloomberg Commodity Index is 
positioned well if energy, comprising just one-third of the 
index, continues to falter. Crude oil, the predominant 
commodity for about the past 80 years, appears to be 
getting pushed aside by gold. Up 10.5% in 2017, the 
Bloomberg Precious Metals Subindex is the mirror 
opposite of energy's decline. Precious metals have 
benefited from a weaker dollar and position and price 
reversion. 

Extended prices with record open interest and managed-
money net long positions, along with mild winter weather, 
are pressuring energy. Absent some unforeseen bullish 
catalyst, energy may lag until excessive positions are 
reduced. Metals may be the primary beneficiaries if the 
dollar continues lower. 

CURVES & FLOWS 

BCOM One-Year Futures Curves (larger table in data section) 

Curve-Steepening in Gas and Copper Counters Crude 
Oil Flattening.  Weather can be blamed for a slight 2017 
commodity move steeper into contango, but the trend 
remains quite positive year-over-year. Led by natural gas, 
the average of Bloomberg Commodity Index one-year 
futures curves dipped 20 bps steeper into contango in 
2017 as of the end of February, to 2.5% vs. 7.9% a year 
ago. A mild North American winter and increased 
California hydroelectricity production, due to ample rain, 
spurred the sharp correction in natural gas prices and the 
curve shift steeper into contango.

Reflecting OPEC's commitment to cut production, WTI 
and Brent crude oil lead backwardation drivers in 2017. 
The Brent one-year curve reached backwardation in 
February for the first time since August 2014. Copper 
moving steeper into contango is a notable warning, 
though distorted by mine strikes.

HOT-COLD OUTLOOK

Zinc and Copper, Hotter Commodities; Gold, Bean Oil 
Still Cold. Analysis of relative price values can enhance 
decision-making in a market of commodities that appears 
to be bottoming and may take time to gain some 
momentum. A 4Q high flyer, natural gas has stumbled in 
1Q, returning to relative value at its 52-week mean, vs. 
45% above at the end of 2016. Gold remains 1% below 
its 52-week mean, despite its 9% rally in 2017. Industrial 
metals may be getting a bit too hot, with zinc and copper 
averaging about 20% above their 52-week means. 

Gas Passes Hot Status to Zinc, Copper and Crude 

Platinum, gold, wheat, silver and corn, which were duds 
at the end of 2016, are top performers in 2017 and may 
indicate markets that are more about positioning and 
relative value in the shorter-term. Industrial metals and 
oil, with record open interest and long positions, appear 
more at risk. 
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Energy (Index weight: 30.4% of BCOM.
Performance: Feb. -2.7%, YTD -10.1, Spot -6.5%) 
*Note index weights are the YTD average

Extended Prices, Positions 
Weigh on Energy 

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS 

Best Likely Over for Energy as Extended Positions 
Limit Gains. With a 2016 bottom-to-top recovery of 87% 
in its rearview mirror, the spot Bloomberg Energy 
Subindex has likely seen the best of its recovery period. 
Record open interest and net-long positions have 
replaced extreme negative sentiment, likely leaning a bit 
too optimistic -- as it was too pessimistic a year ago. The 
overhang of long positions may continue to suppress 
energy, the largest drag on broad indexes in 2017, with a 
total return of minus 10.1% -- the opposite of precious 
metals. 

Long liquidation risk remains high in energy, notably vs. 
less extended sectors such as precious metals. 
Fundamentals will drive in the longer term, which doesn't 
favor energy, highly subject to advancing technology. 
Natural gas is the biggest drag on energy in 2017, and for 
much of the index's history. 

Energy May Be Running on Fumes, Pressured by 
Natural Gas. Mean reversion in natural gas has been the 
primary energy drag in 2017. The sharp decline may also 
be indicative of the limits of the recovering sector. Down 
25.4% in 2017, the Bloomberg Natural Gas Subindex 
represents the worst-performing BCOM commodity. At 
the end of 2016, it was among the hottest commodities, 
45% above its 52-week moving average. Weather can be 
partially blamed, notably the mild North American winter. 
Unleaded gas is the next-worst performer with a 2017 
decline of 9.5%. 

All Energy Components Decline in 2017, Led by Gas 

Record U.S. gasoline inventories are weighing on prices. 
WTI crude oil is up over 100% from the year-ago low of 
$26 a barrel vs. a Bloomberg Energy Subindex total 

return of 36%. With the average of the energy curves at 
1.6% in contango compared with 21.5% a year ago, 
negative roll yields should improve.  

ENERGY – OUTLOOK 

Next Stop for Crude Oil, $47 or $60 as Positions Lean 
for Higher.  Crude oil is ripe for a breakout soon, 
sustaining within the narrowest 10-week range in 30 
years and with open interest and managed money net 
positions at record highs. The 10-week crude oil Bollinger 
band is the narrowest since 1985. June 2015 marked the 
most recent similar low in this standard deviation 
measure -- crude locked on $60 a barrel before collapsing 
to the 2016 bottom at $26. Now, $60 is a good resistance 
level with the approximate 52-week moving average of 
$47 likely to provide key support.  

Narrowest 10-Week Bollinger Band Since 1985 

Record WTI and Brent open interest and managed-
money net positions appear to be limiting price gains in 
2017. Oil may have similar liquidation risks as gold in 4Q. 
Reduction of record gold positions, which peaked in July, 
contributed to its 17% 4Q drop. A similar decline in oil 
would put it near $45. 

Energy Sector Futures Curve May Have Flattened Out 
for Awhile. With crude oil more than double 2016's 13-
year low, energy returns may be capped for awhile. The 
average of the Bloomberg Energy Subindex one-year 
curves has returned to the 2015 narrow contango, and 
Brent's initial foray in backwardation may top the 
recovery. Reflecting a sector that was extended at the 
end of 2016, led by spiking natural gas, the Bloomberg 
Energy Subindex ended February as 2017's worst-
performing sector, down 10.1%. Precious metals are a 
mirror image, up 10.5%. 

Over the past year, energy one-year curves have shifted 
the most away from steep contangos, to 1.6% vs. 21.5%. 
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Precious metals have moved the most the other way, 
1.8% contango vs. 0.7% a year ago. Aggressive long 
positions a year earlier in energy paid off, but it may be 
awhile before similar relative values return. 

Energy Sector Curve May Be Done Flattening 

BRENT IN BACKWARDATION 

Brent May Be Finally Out of Woods, Back to Futures 
Backwardation. For Brent crude, if history repeats the 
last time its one-year futures curve emerged from as 
prolonged a steep contango period as February's, prices 
may have another 40% or so to recover in the next four 
months. That's what Brent did from early December 
2010 through the April 2011 peak of $126.70 a barrel. A 
40% rally from $56 currently would put Brent near the 
50% retracement of the 2011 high to 2016 low of about 
$78, though that appears unlikely, absent unforeseen 
events. 
Brent Contango Matches the 2008-09 Crisis 

Brent and WTI crude open interest and managed-money 
net positions remain at records, a suppression factor for 
price appreciation. It could signal there are too many long 
positions. At the end of February, gold is up 9% in 2017 

vs. a 2.6% decline in Brent. Gold is much less extended 

since the July peak. 

Front Energy Futures  

SAME OLD NATURAL GAS  

Signals Are Similar, But Natural Gas Risk Not the 
Same as 2014. Relative value indications for the bullishly 
inclined may take some time for natural gas. Its one-year 
curve's brief return to backwardation at the end of 2016 
turned out to be a sell signal, as prices peaked near $4 
per MMBtu. At $2.77 at the end of February, $2 support 
may be at risk as winter wanes open interest and 
managed-money net positions remain high. Further 
liquidation risks appear elevated. The curve's moves may 
provide some guidance. 

Natural Gas in Backwardation Favored Sellers 

Natural gas appears at similar risk as 2014's high at $6. 
Favoring the bullishly inclined, prices are more than 50% 
off that peak, with supply and demand more in balance in 
a market that appears to have scraped bottom, along with 
the entire energy sector. 
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Metals 
Industrial (Index weight: 15.1% of BCOM.
Performance: February +2.2, YTD +9.9, Spot 10.2%) 

Precious (Index weight: 14.8% of BCOM.
Performance: February +3.9%, YTD +10.5%, Spot 
+10.7%) 

Building the Commodity 
Recovery Foundation 

Precious Metals Just Catching Up to Industrials or 
More Serious?  Relative values have normalized for 
some metals in 2017. The Bloomberg Precious Metals 
Subindex leads all sectors, up 10.5% at the end of 
February, and bests industrials, up 9.9%. Precious metals 
have recovered almost the entire post-U.S. election 
plunge and are off 1.5% since Nov. 8 vs. a 10.5% rally in 
the Bloomberg Industrial Metals Subindex and 3% gain in 
the Bloomberg Dollar spot index. The dollar backing up 
2.2% in 2017 has favored precious metals, but so has 
some reversion in positions and sentiment. 

Sustained industrials outperformance vs. precious metals 
is a more desirable economic indicator. Sharp 4Q 
liquidation of precious metals positions has turned, 
supporting price reversion. Record longs in industrial 
metals, notably copper, has weighed on further 
appreciation, despite mine disruptions. 

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS

Silver Leading All Commodities in 2017 

Uniquely Positioned, Silver Takes the Gold to Lead 
Commodities. Silver, uniquely situated as a quasi-
currency, may be a prime candidate to lead the 
commodities recovery. Benefiting from the tug between 
being both an industrial (50% of silver demand) and 
precious metal, silver leads all Bloomberg Commodity 
Index components in 2017, up 15.1%, just ahead of its 
14% 2016 return. That occurred despite a 2.8% gain in 

the Bloomberg Dollar Spot index. Among the 
commodities with the highest negative correlation, silver 
has been supported by a 2.2% decline in the dollar in 
2017.  

Also considered "leveraged gold," silver has recovered on 
the back of gold's 9% rebound in 2017. Down 13% in 4Q, 
some mean reversion has been at play, notably in 
positions. Record copper open interest and net longs 
have been a suppression factor, up 8%, but it's been the 
worst-performing metal. 

Gold Performance Passing Copper May Be More 
About Positioning. As the end of February, spot gold 
has taken the 2017 performance lead back from copper, 
up 9% vs. 8%. Gold outperforming copper has negative 
implications for global economic recovery, but it may be 
more about potentially extended positions at risk of some 
liquidation. Copper futures open interest and managed-
money net positions are at record highs, with the metal's 
price near a two-year peak. Copper positions may be a bit 
too extended to allow further price gains, at least in the 
shorter term. 

Copper Positions Record Long vs. Subdued Gold 

Gold futures open interest and managed-money net 
positions are near the lowest in a year after declining from 
record highs in July. Copper enthusiasm, as measured by 
futures positions, appears similar to gold's in July. 

PRECIOUS OUTLOOK 

Accelerating Supply Plunge Likely to Help Support 
Silver Prices. At 9.6%, the 36-month rate of decline is 
the steepest since the World Bureau of Metal Statistics 
began to track silver-ore production in 1995. Low prices 
can be blamed. Near $18.4 an ounce, silver is over 40% 
below 2012's average of $31, one of the starkest declines 
in 30 years. As silver-ore production shifts with a 
significant lag, recycling could help to fill the void. Yet 
Metals Focus data indicate that higher prices would be 
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needed to bring on more recycling, covering just 11% of 
2015-16 demand vs. 15% in 2012. 

Supply Shifts Downward, Prices Begin to Recover 

Silver is increasingly used in small quantities, notably in 
electronics applications, which aren't cost effective to 
recycle. In 2015-16, the silver supply/demand balance 
shifted to one of the highest deficits on record. Most silver 
is as a byproduct of lead-zinc, copper and gold mining. 

Silver Tends to Benefit in Federal Reserve Tightening 
Cycles. Silver has been a better Fed-tightening 
companion than gold. During the last Federal Reserve 
rate-tightening cycle from June 2004 through June 2006, 
gold increased 56%, but silver jumped more than 90%. In 
the three tightening cycles since 1990, silver nearly 
doubled the return of gold, up 60% vs. 32%. Silver's 
unique attribute as a quasi-currency commodity, with over 
50% of its demand from industrial sources and rising, 
should make it increasingly likely to outperform when the 
Fed is tightening. 

Silver Outperforms Gold Since Initial Tightening 

The primary currency that's not associated with a specific 
country, gold at times has been the nemesis of 
governments and central bankers. Silver is often the 

better leading indicator for monetary policy. Since the 
initial tightening on Dec. 15, 2015, silver has gained 
33% vs. 18% for gold. 

Steepening Precious Curves a Consistent Fed-
Tightening Indicator. Steepening precious-metals 
futures curves have been a consistent indicator of 
Federal Reserve tightening. Despite reduced 
expectations early last year of tightening, silver and gold 
shifted steeper into contango as front futures lagged 
back-month contract gains. At 1.8% average contango at 
the end of February, gold and silver one-year curves were 
unchanged from mid-August, when federal funds futures 
indicated a rate near 0.60% in one year. With an 
expected one-year rate near 1.26%, fed funds have 
caught up some. 

Gold & Silver Curves Flatline, Fed Funds Catch-Up 

November 2008 was the last time that gold and silver 
one-year futures curves were in steeper contango than 
the end of February. A leading tightening indicator in 
recent years, the unchanged average precious metals 
one-year curve, since August, may indicate less-
aggressive rate tightening than expected. 

INDUSTRIALS OUTLOOK 

Copper Contango Shift May Indicate Rally Pushing 
on a String. Copper price-correction risks may be quite 
elevated on the back of the futures curve shifting more 
steeply into contango. Recent strike-related supply 
disruptions may have overly extended the price rally, with 
CME copper up 8% at the end of February, despite the 
one-year futures curve reversing into the steepest 
contango since 2013. Moving more sharply into contango 
is typically a sign of a market experiencing more bearishly 
inclined supply/demand forces. 
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Steepening Contango Increases Copper Decline Risk 

Combined with record open interest and managed-
money net positions, CME copper futures at $2.70 a 
pound appear at high long-liquidation risk to potentially 
retrace some of the high-velocity, 22% rally since the end 
of 3Q. Momentum remains positive but the steepening 
contango may be a warning sign. 

Agriculture (Index weight: 27.1% of BCOM.
Performance: February -0.3%, YTD +3.0%, Spot +4.5)

Grains (Index Weight: 19.9% of BCOM.
Performance: February +1.6%, YTD +4.0%, Spot +5.8%)

Softs (Weight: 7.2% of BCOM.
Performance: February -4.7%, YTD +1.5%, Spot +2.4%)

Warming Too Rapidly Likely to 
Spur Ag Volatility 

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS 

The Ides of March May Shift Gears for the Agriculture 
Sector. Perhaps anticipating volatility in March, the 
Bloomberg Agriculture Subindex 2017 total return 
remained roughly unchanged at 3.0%. Wheat short 
covering and coffee, cotton and soybean meal lead the 
gainers. In February, a slight grain gain was offset by a 
4.7% decline in soft commodities. For the past 10 years, 
March has been among the worst months for agricultural 
commodities, off 2.4% on average. Warming patterns 

should accelerate spring planting yet may also coincide 
with more volatility. 

Mean-Reverting Wheat Driving 2017 Ag Returns 

With temperatures akin to the 2011-12 winter in the U.S. 
grain belt, the 2012 drought-year rally started with the 
warmest March on record in Illinois. Too much moisture in 
March-April can hamper planting and boost prices. The 
greatest risk is too little rain in July-August. 

Just Short Covering or Bottoming? Wheat Finally 
Steps Up. Hard red winter wheat and primary wheat 
are the best-performing Bloomberg Grain Subindex 
commodities in 2017, gaining about 7% on average. No 
longer the net-short standout among managed-money 
positions, the record negative sentiment, position and 
price extremes of 2016 may mark a longer-term wheat 
bottom. Indicating underlying demand that exceeds 
supply, meal leads gainers in the soybean complex, up 
5% in 2017, for a one-year Bloomberg Soybean Meal 
Subindex total return of 26%. 

Soybeans, the highest-weighted BCOM agriculture 
commodity, are the grain stalwart. They've been bested, 
notably by sugar, the highest-weighted soft commodity, 
up 28% in the past year, but off 6% in February on lower 
import expectations from India as the global price rally 
appears extended vs. local markets. 

MACRO OUTLOOK 

Peak Risks Elevated as Grains Stocks-to-Use Near 
38-Year High. Unlikely further appreciation in the grains 
stocks-use-ratio should favor recovery in prices. The last 
time the average of USDA estimated U.S. stocks-to-use 
ratio for corn, soybeans and wheat reached the current 
level of 26.6 was 1999. That high took awhile to leave 
behind, but soybeans did peak 230% higher four years 
later. More-recent peaks in the ratio in 2006 and 2010 
were from lower levels, but resulted in more-rapid price 
increases -- both peaks were about two years later. 
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If the stocks-to-use ratio is near a peak, prices could see 
similar high-velocity rallies as in more-recent years. If 
stocks extend above the 1999 peak, prices should see 
pressure, but likely more limited. Grains make up about 
77% of the Bloomberg Agriculture Subindex and 24% of 
the broad index. 

Grains Stocks-to-Use at 1999 Peak 

Grain-Market Outlook May Be Heating Up Too Rapidly 
With Temps. The most probable catalyst to grain-price 
gains may be a turn in the favorable weather that has 
been conducive to record-setting bumper crops. Illinois 
and Indiana, big producers of corn and beans, have 
averaged record-high temperatures this winter. Despite 
factoring in normal patterns, which markets typically do, 
and with Southern Hemisphere production looking fine, 
prices continue to recover from 2016's multiyear lows, led 
by soybeans. 

Grains, Approaching Some Longer-Term Resistance 

The grains are nearing trendline resistance from the 2012 
peak into one of the worst months of the year, March, 
coinciding with the Southern Hemisphere's harvest and 
early planting in the North. Optimistic April isn't far 
behind, one of the best months, with an average 
Bloomberg Grain Subindex gain of 2.3% in the past 10 
years. 

Sugar, Soybeans Could Feed Recovery in Agriculture 
Futures Curve. Essentially unchanged near 6% 
contango since September 2014, the Bloomberg 
Agriculture Subindex constituent average one-year 
futures curve may be ripe to follow sugar and soybeans 
toward backwardation. Led by 0.6% contango in sugar 
and 0.2% in soybeans, vs. 5% and 3% contango a year 
ago, the world's most widely traded soft commodity 
(sugar) and overall agriculture future (soybeans) should 
lead. Wheat, well supplied, remains in the steepest 
contango, 19% at the end of February.  

Agriculture Curves May Be Ripe for Recovery 

Northern Hemisphere growing-season conditions will 
likely be the primary driver of agriculture returns in 2017. 
Soybeans one-year curve near backwardation at the 
end of February may indicate a continuation of the past 
few years' bumper crops might not be sufficient to meet 
record demand. 

CORN, SOYBEANS, WHEAT  

Just Short Covering or Longer-Term Bottoming? 
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Wheat May Be Gaining Some Giddy-Up, Running 
Away From Sub-$4. As successive bumper crops have 
pressured wheat prices and reduced production incentive, 
$6 a bushel could be possible, with sub-$4 in the rearview 
mirror if wheat gains some momentum. A $5.70 price 
would mark 24% retracement of the 2008 high-to-2016 
low, while $6.50 is 50% retracement from 2012's high. 
Short covering has been at play in 2017, with combined 
primary and hard red winter wheat open interest down 
4% at the end of February and as record net short 
managed-money combined positions have normalized 
from last year. Some estimates of U.S. winter wheat 
planting indicate the lowest acreage in 100 years. The 
U.S. accounts for about 15% of global wheat exports, the 
majority from the winter crop. Higher prices may be 
necessary to encourage further production, also at risk of 
some normalization in the bumper-crop trend. 

Wheat's Drag on Its Ratio to Corn Getting a Bit 
Overripe. The last time wheat was a primary driver of a 
declining wheat-to-corn ratio similar to the current trend, 
it abruptly ended in 2010 as wheat rallied 100% to the 
2011 peak. That pattern lasted about three years. The 
current run is entering its fourth year. When livestock 
producers substitute wheat for corn in animal feed, it's a 
good indication of higher demand responding to relatively 
low prices, often indicating a bottom in wheat prices. 
Wheat-to-corn may have bottomed at the 2016 low near 
1.1. 
Declining Wheat-to-Corn Ratio Ripe for Reversion 

Wheat is primarily consumed by humans. Corn is the 
primary feed grain for animals, but has less protein. 
Wheat can also remain for extended periods near or 
below the price of corn, as in 2011-13, when unfavorable 
weather reduced corn production, supporting a strong 
rally relative to wheat. 

If History Is a Guide, Corn Could Stalk $4 a Bushel 
Awhile. If the last two years of failed spikes into June-
July where corn topped out near $4.50 a bushel are a 
guide, an indication of a more sustained recovery may 

involve laying low near $4 awhile. Farmers will soon plant 
in the U.S., the largest corn producer. Greeting the 
season, new-crop December corn returned to the $4 
handle in February for the first time since July. It's likely to 
take subpar growing conditions to hold above $4.50 by 
late July, though supply and demand trends indicate 
bottoming. 

Getting Back in Corn: Six-Year Open Interest High 

Supported by low prices, corn consumption is exceeding 
production at the greatest amount in about eight years. 
Coincident with recent price gains, futures open interest 
reached the highest level since 2011, but managed-
money net positions aren't as extended as past levels 
that marked price peaks. 

Longest Down Streak, Lowest Five-Year Change Rate 

Record Corn-Price Downward Run May Be 
Approaching Exhaustion. Corn prices have never 
declined more, nor has mean-reversion risk been higher, 
with 2016 marking the fourth-straight annual decline in 
the longest such stretch in the history of modern corn-
futures trading. In 57 years of tracking, futures have never 
fallen more than three years in a row. Despite 8% global 
production growth in 2016, corn prices dropped only 
1.9%. Since 1990, the beta of the change in annual corn 
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price to global production is minus 2.2, meaning that corn 
prices could have declined more than 17%. About $3 a 
bushel was effectively corn's high before the Renewal 
Fuel Standard program inflated ethanol demand. That 
price has been a support level since 2006 with a $8.31 
high and $4.80 mean. Initial key support and resistance 
levels are likely $3.10-$4.40. 

More-Profitable Beans Likely to Meet Resistance 
Relative to Corn. Soybeans may face reversion pressure 
relative to corn, bringing prices and net revenue more in-
line with their historic relationship. With a front-contract 
("old crop") soybean-to-corn ratio of 2.8, plus a potential 
fourth straight year of soybean net revenue per acre 
exceeding corn's, movement is likely toward 2.4, the 10-
year average and approximate net revenue break-even. 
The "new-crop" end-of-2017 futures ratio of 2.6 is due to 
contango in corn and backwardation in soybeans. 

Soybean-to-Corn Ratio Ripe for Reversion 

Soybeans typically take a back seat in their relationship to 
corn. For the past 15 years, the correlation of corn prices 
to the ratio is minus 0.6 vs. plus 0.3 for beans. Corn and 
soybeans, the world's primary grains, often compete for 
acreage and are rotated to optimize yields. 

Potential Peak in Soybeans Stocks-to-Use Should 
Support Prices. Risks may be elevated with near-peak 
soybeans stocks relative to demand. For the last three 
years, the global average soybean yield per acre has 
averaged 20% above the five-year mean. The last year 
this extreme was exceeded was 2002; prices increased 
39% in 2003. Despite record production, stocks-to-use 
may be peaking, due to even greater record demand. The 
primary profitable U.S. grain in 2016, more acres of 
soybeans are likely to be planted in 2017. Despite this, 
prices continue to rally. Soybeans should require 
continued extreme bumper crops to hold below $9 a 
bushel, or an unexpected decline in demand. USDA-
estimated U.S. soybean production was 27% above the 
five-year average in 2016, the most since 32% in 1994. In 
1995, soybean prices rallied 33%. 

Soybean Stocks-to-Use, Prices May Be Turning 

SOFTS – OUTLOOK

Sugar, the Soft-Commodities Driver, May Lead 
Broader Agriculture. If the last few sugar spurts are a 
guide, the broader agriculture sector may play catch-up 
to the 28% one-year return of the Bloomberg Sugar 
Subindex. From December 2008 through January 2010's 
peak, sugar gained over 150%, with only a slight rise in 
broad agriculture. From May 2010 to February 2011's 
peak, the Bloomberg Agriculture Subindex caught up, 
jumping 80%. Sugar has more than doubled its August 
2015 low. It's about 50% of the soft commodities 
subindex and 3% of the broader Bloomberg Commodity 
Index. 

Sugar May Be Taking Over Agriculture Leadership 

Sugar's leadership is likely linked to more than just rising 
ethanol production, coincident with corn. Primarily 
produced in the Southern Hemisphere, sugar prices may 
be reflecting weather patterns related to El Nino or La 
Nina, with differing cyclical effects in the south than the 
north. 
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Performance – Prices 
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Performance – Volatility 
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Curve Analysis – Contango (-)  | Backwardation (+) 
Key Metrics 

Measured via the one-year futures spread as a percent of the first contract price. Negative means the one-year out future is higher (contango). Positive 
means the one-year out future is lower (backwardation.  

Historical
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Market Flows – ETF Flows (annual) 
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* Click hyperlinks to open in Bloomberg

Broad Commodities Energy
Top commodity news CTOP Top energy news ETOP
Global commodity prices GLCO Top oil news OTOP 
Commodity playbook CPLY Crude Oil Production Dashboard BI OILS
Commitments of traders report COT First Word oil NI BFWOIL 
Calendar of commodity events ECO17 News on oil inventories TNI OIL INV 
Commodity arbitrage calculator CARC Oil Buyer's Guide newsletter NI OBGBRIEF
Commodity fundamental data explorer FDM Pipes & Wires newsletter NI PAWSBRIEF
Commodity futures overview CMBQ Oil market analysis BOIL
Security finder SECF Nat gas spot prices BGAS
Commodity data contributors & broker CDAT Forward European utility markets EUM
Contract table menu CTM News on oil markets NI OILMARKET 
Seasonality chart SEAG News on OPEC NI OPEC 
Commodity curve analysis CCRV OPEC production and prices OPEC
Commodity fair values CFVL Oil markets menu OIL 
Commodity price forecasts CPFC Crude stored in tankers NOON
Commitments of Traders Report COT Refinery outages REFO
Commodity maps BMAP Oil’s decline EXT5 
Commodity options monitor OMON Oil versus inflation expectations SWIF
Commodities charts COSY
Commodity Investors menu CMNV Metals
US exchange traded product fund flows ETF Top metal news METT 

Precious metal dashboard BI PMETG
Base metals dashboard BI BMET

Commodity Indices Metals prices and data MINE 
Index description BCOM Index DES Precious metals prices and rates MTL 
Index constituent weights BCOM Index MEMB Metals Bulletin MB 
Listed index futures BCOM Index CT COMEX inventories COMX 
Option volatility surface BCOM Index OVDV LME monitor LME 
Seasonality chart BCOMNG Index SEAG LME implied volatilities LMIV 
Commodity index futures movers FMV LME warehouse inventories LMEI 
Commodity index ranked returns CRR 

Agriculture
Weather Top agriculture news YTOP 
Global weather database WETR Agriculture calendar AGRI 
US snow monitor SNOW Agriculture spot prices AGGP
EU weather & utility models EUMM Agriculture supply & demand AGSD

Crop calendar CCAL

BCOM QUICK FACTS Index Methodology

 Weighting Bias 2/3 market liquidity and 1/3 world production
 No. of Commodities 20
 Re-balancing Frequency Annual
 Roll Schedule Monthly (5 day roll)
 Caps/Limits Single commodity: max 15%

Single commodity and its derivatives: max 25%
Related commodity groups: max 33%

 First Value Date 30 December 1990

The data provided in this report can be easily accessed on the Bloomberg Professional® service along with numerous news 
and analytical tools to help you stay on top of the commodity markets.
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